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Andrew May (pictured) is a leading
performance coach and runs StriveStronger

      

Performance coach: The five science-
backed ways you can prevent burnout
as Australia re-opens - it has NOTHING
to do with how many hours you work

Andrew May is a leading Australian performance coach and strategist  
He has released a science-backed white paper titled Burnout Proof  
Here he shares five strategies to prevent burnout as you come out of lockdown  

By LAURA HOUSE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA 
PUBLISHED: 14:35 AEDT, 21 October 2021 | UPDATED: 18:10 AEDT, 21 October 2021

A leading performance coach has
shared his top five strategies to follow
that will prevent burnout as the country
begins to open up. 

Andrew May, the CEO of Australian
company StriveStronger, said the
upheaval of Covid-19 has pushed many
people to breaking point and that
burnout among Australia's workforce
has skyrocketed. 

Mr May is recognised as one of the
world's leading human performance
strategists and is the creator of the 30
Day Boost, a digital program supporting
employees to stay productive, boost
physical wellbeing and enhance their
resilience.

In his new science-backed whitepaper,
Burnout Proof, he has identified five key factors that will stop you burning out
'permanently' - and claims it doesn't matter how many hours a week you work.

'If you follow these key tips below you'll be able to sustain performance and
balance in your personal and professional lives,' he said. 

ALIGN YOUR PURPOSE AND VALUES

Alignment of purpose with personal values has strong links to improving satisfaction
with life. 

Not only does a sense of purpose and meaning in our work enhance our wellbeing
and help us to bounce back faster, it is often the difference between the energised
80 hour-a-week workers and the depleted 40 hour-a-week ones.
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While yoga, diaphragmatic breathing and a walk alone won't prevent burnout,
physical relaxation and switching off psychologically are key to sustaining energy
levels, reducing fatigue, nurturing creativity, and enhancing emotional intelligence.

Physical activity enhances cognitive flexibility, boosts energy levels, reduces chronic lethargy,
boosts mood, increases social cohesion and can reduce symptoms of mild depression - all
buffers against future burnout

GET ENOUGH SLEEP 

Quality restorative sleep is vital to recovery, hormone balance, brain function and
memory. 

Consistent quality sleep creates a buffer against ongoing daily life stressors and risk
of burnout. 

This means switching off devices 30 minutes before bed, aiming for seven to eight
hours a night, keeping your bedroom dark and cool and consistent sleep and wake
times.

WORKOUT SO YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO HANDLE STRESS 

Optimal physiological capacity refers to the body's ability to have reserves and adapt
in a range of situations, especially in response to challenging tasks or stressful times.

Physical activity enhances cognitive flexibility, boosts energy levels, reduces chronic
lethargy, boosts mood, increases social cohesion and can reduce symptoms of mild
depression - all buffers against future burnout.
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Share or comment on this article: Performance coach: The five science-backed
ways to prevent burnout as Australia re-opens

Andrew always switches off devices 30 minutes before bed, aims for seven to eight hours of
sleep a night, keeps his bedroom dark and cool and has consistent sleep and wake times

EMBRACE SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS 

We've been without this during lockdown, but flourishing relationships and
connection with community are fundamental to pleasure, meaning and fulfilment in
life. 

We are social beings who need both support and connection. 

Quality time with those we love and those we respect provides a buffer from work
stresses, re-energise you and gives you the support and stability to navigate tricky
patches. 
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Read more:
Leadership and Transformation Specialist in Australia | Andrew May
www.strivestrong...
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Peaky Blinders star
Sophie Rundle steps
out with her 7-month-
old son and husband
Matt Stokoe for
Cotswolds stroll
 

'Are you getting cold
feet? Paris Hilton gets
grilled by sister Nicky
ahead of her fairy-tale
wedding to Carter Reum
 

'She looked like a
hooker on holiday!':
Joan Collins takes a
swipe at Pamela
Anderson as she mocks
the star's 2001 Oscars
afterparty outfit
 

Lorde chats it up with
Chris Rock sitting
courtside at the Knicks
game during rare public
appearance with her
music executive
boyfriend Justin Warren
 

Selena Gomez carries
a bottle of Kombucha as
she leaves a NYC
restaurant... after her
cooking show was
renewed
 

Mary J. Blige dons
nude PVC pants at
members only club Zero
Bond in NYC... after
teasing 'three new
singles'
 

Eva Longoria meets
with families staying at
Ronald McDonald
House ahead of
McHappy Day
 

Adele admits she was
'f*****g devastated' by
her divorce from Simon
Konecki after realising
she 'didn't like herself'
during their marriage
 

Marc Anthony helps
concertgoer pop the
question to his superfan
girlfriend with a surprise
on stage proposal
 

Ten dresses, a $2.7M
ring, three days of
partying and everything
filmed for reality TV: A
look at the wedding that
taste forgot 
ALISON BOSHOFF

Kyle Richards turns up
the sex appeal wearing
kinky leather boots with
a blazer for Sutton
Stracke's Parisian
showcase in West
Hollywood
 

Tammy Hembrow
appears to confirm she
has sole custody of her
children - after her ex-
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fiancé Reece Hawkins
moved to the US with
his wife and new baby
 

Showing Pip what
she's missing? Michael
Clarke shares a steamy
shirtless selfie while his
P.E Nation designer
girlfriend lives it up in
LA
 

Nicole Kidman, 54,
flaunts incredible abs in
a black gown with a
daring thigh split as she
joins husband Keith
Urban at the CMA
Awards in Nashville
 

Married At First Sight's
Jessika Power is forced
to deny bizarre rumours
she was 'secretly
pregnant' while filming
Big Brother VIP
 

Zayn Malik RETURNS
to Instagram for first
time since Yolanda
Hadid altercation and
Gigi split but avoids the
scandal in brooding
promo post 
 

Return of the
supermodels! Some of
the greatest catwalkers
of all time - Iman, Carre
Otis, Beverly Johnson
and Carolyn Murphy -
shine at the CFDAs
 

Bella Hadid plays the
part of a fun party girl
for Michael Kors holiday
campaign... after
sharing private details
about her mental health
 

Tearful Alice Evans
says she considered
harming herself after
husband Ioan Gruffudd
revealed he no longer
loved her before filing
for divorce
 

EXCLUSIVE  Meet the
celebrity chef with a
reality TV star
connection set to find
love on the new season
of Married At First Sight
 

EXCLUSIVE  NRL star
Tom Burgess is his own
best advertisement as
he steps out in 4B
clothing range while
getting fitted for
wedding suit
 

Patti Newton says her
late husband Bert would
be 'overwhelmed' by the
outpouring of love and
support ahead of his
state funeral in
Melbourne
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Eddie McGuire says
he's 'deeply honoured'
to read the eulogy at
Bert Newton's state
funeral in Melbourne
 

Australian singer
Conrad Sewell
announces he is
expecting his first child
with fiancée Jasmine
Hingston
 

The bizarre moment
Love Island Australia's
Ryan Reid leaves his
co-stars stunned as he
EATS the thread from
his jeans
 

Inside the $9,000-a-
night superyacht
George and Amal are
using in the
Whitsundays as he
films his new movie
A waterslide, wet bar and
two ensuite bathrooms 

Josh Packham reveals
why he and twin brother
Luke will NEVER do
another reality TV show
after appearing on The
Block and Love Island
 

'I was an unknown
model at that point:'
Emily Ratajkowski
claims she 'wouldn't
have had the career she
did' if she'd gone public
with Robin Thicke
groping allegations in
2013
 

'It's all systems go':
Katie Price, 43, and Carl
Woods, 32, collect their
marriage license and
down cocktails in Las
Vegas ahead of Sin City
wedding... weeks after
rehab stint and car
crash
 

Married At First Sight's
Jamie Gardner hits back
at 'ex-husband' Chris
Jenkins after he SLAMS
her tell-all podcast
 

Training day! Pippa
Middleton cuts a casual
figure in leggings and a
khaki jacket as she
heads to a workout on
Chelsea's Kings Road
 

Abbie Chatfield
ensures all eyes are on
her as she poses in a
skintight orange mini
dress on the set of Love
Island Australia
Afterparty
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Triple M's Jess Eva
laughs hysterically as
she chats with a friend
outside her home in
Sydney - amid reports
of an epic falling out
with her co-host
Lawrence 'Moonman'
Mooney
 

Afternoon delight!
Channel Seven
surprises viewers by
airing raunchy sex
scenes during
lunchtime movie Petals
on the Wind
 

Love Island Australia
star shocks onlookers
in skimpy sheer dress
that leaves VERY little
to the imagination - and
admits she had to wear
a 'knicker sticker' to
protect her modesty
 

'He always gets the
best angles': Victoria
Beckham pokes fun at
husband David for
highlighting her perky
posterior as she
endures a gruelling
workout
 

Aussie influencer
defends herself as
followers accuse her of
not having a real job
because 'all she does is
enjoy lavish lunches
with her friends'
 

Tammy Hembrow puts
on an eye-popping
display in a skimpy
bikini while soaking up
the sun by the pool of
her $2.88million Gold
Coast mansion
 

Love on the Spectrum
fan favourite Michael
Theo launches new
podcast called MR. A+
and says he's excited to
showcase all he can do
 

Did you spot it? The
Bachelor's Holly
Kingston poses up a
storm in a green mini
dress - before pointing
out a funny detail
Holly Kingston has an
incredible figure and
knows how to show it off.

'I'm not extra you are!'
Kesha turns up the heat
by stripping NAKED as
she hangs from a tree
for a sizzling snap
 

Royal Family change
their profile photos to
mark Armistice Day:
Queen ditches beaming
snap while William and
Kate swap their candid
Ireland shot for a single
symbolic poppy
 

Abbie Chatfield dons
high waisted jeans and
a crop top while Martha
Kalifatidis fiddles on her
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phone in an oversized
black sweatshirt and
gold chains
 

Megan Fox and
Machine Gun Kelly cosy
up for an intimate lunch
as they continue to
enjoy their romantic
getaway to Greece
 

Aubrey Plaza opts for
a kooky grey suit dress
as she shines on the
red carpet at CFDA
Fashion Awards
 

Melissa Etheridge was
told to stay in the closet
and not 'flag wave'
when she started her
music career - and says
Hollywood had a secret
underground lesbian
scene in the 1990s 
 

Tom Holland cuts a
casual figure in denim
jacket as he grabs
dinner with close pal
Justin Bieber in West
Hollywood
 

'We'd been trying for a
while!' Ed Sheeran
reveals having his
daughter was a 'miracle'
after struggling to
conceive with wife
Cherry and considering
IVF
 

Zac Efron rocks a
moustache while filming
scenes for upcoming
film The Greatest Beer
Run Ever in New York
 

Married At First Sight's
Michael Brunelli unveils
how his skincare
regimen has changed
since meeting girlfriend
Martha Kalifatidis
 

Prince Charles tells
well-wishers asking
after the Queen's health
that she is 'all right' as
monarch is missed off
list of royals including
William and Kate
 

She knows the way to
a man's heart!
Samantha Armytage
bakes a mouth-watering
treat for 'lucky' husband
Richard Lavender - as
the couple approach
one year of matrimonial
bliss
 

'We can't wait to meet
you!' Pregnant Ashley
Graham showcases her
burgeoning baby bump
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in underwear while her
friends kiss her belly
ahead of arrival of her
twin sons 
 

Jerry Douglas of The
Young and the Restless
has died at 88 ... actor
appeared on almost 900
episodes of soap opera
 

Meet the Aussie
designer behind the
new Bond Girl's
stunning gown: Michael
Lo Sordo created Ana
De Armas' plunging
dress for No Time to Die
 

Don't move an inch!
Too Hot To Handle's
Larissa Trownson
suffers a MAJOR
wardrobe malfunction
as she poses in a racy
tangerine bikini
 

'Without Covid we'd be
married already':
Brooklyn Beckham, 22,
confesses he has found
delaying his wedding
'difficult' and vows to tie
the knot with Nicola
Peltz, 26, in 2022  
 

Matthew
McConaughey clarifies
his stance on the
COVID-19 vaccine for
children... and reveals
eldest child Levi, 13, is
fully vaccinated: 'I
appreciate the ear'
 

Avril Lavigne flaunts
her tiny waist and taut
abs in a cut-out white
crop top with edgy
leather pants for date
night with boyfriend
Mod Sun in Hollywood 
 

Ashley Olsen wears
usual black attire
including floor-length
coat to CFDA Fashion
Awards in New York
City
 

Lindy Klim takes her
three-year-old daughter
Goldie 'snake patting' at
the Tanah Lot temple for
the Balinese holiday
Galungan
 

CMA Awards 2021:
Katy Perry turns up the
heat in a figure-hugging
brown leather dress as
she puts on a confident
display on the red
carpet
 

Drew Barrymore is a ray
of sunshine in yellow
tulle gown at CFDA
Fashion Awards
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Dove Cameron
commands attention as
she shows off her new
brunette tresses at the
CFDA Fashion Awards
 

Nina Agdal shows off
her incredible physique
in cream sportswear
from Victoria Beckham's
range as she hits the
beach in Miami
 

Khloe Kardashian
throws niece Dream a
Barbie birthday bash ...
as daughter of Rob
Kardashian and Blac
Chyna turns five
 

Juliette Lewis, 48, puts
on a VERY animated
display in a blue PVC
crop top and trousers
as she attends
Yellowjackets premiere
 

Christina Aguilera and
fiancé Matthew Rutler
match in all black as
they attend the
MasterClass First Look
Event in NY
 

Money, Money, Money!
ABBA outsell Ed
Sheeran as new album
Voyage becomes UK
chart's fastest selling
album in four years
 

Zoë and Hamish Blake
and Bec and Lleyton
Hewitt lead the exodus
of stars from Melbourne
after months of
gruelling lockdown... so
will the Judds be next?
 

Too hot for TV! Brooke
Blurton flashes her
crotch as she wears NO
underwear in a dress
slit to the waist during
wild episode of The
Bachelorette
 

Jackie 'O' Henderson
says her dating life
would be 'so much
easier' if she were a
lesbian... and 'she
would hook up with one
of her girlfriends'  
 

Kyle Sandilands, 50,
suffers an embarrassing
boomer fail after
mistakenly referring to
Firefox as a streaming
service
 

Kylie Minogue to
partner with Nova 
Entertainment to host a
special Christmas-
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themed radio station
 

Squid Game's Jung
Ho-Yeon looks stunning
in billowy black gown at
CFDA Fashion Awards
in NYC
 

Sutton Stracke is
supported by RHOBH
castmates Kyle
Richards, Dorit
Kemsley, Garcelle
Beauvais at SUTTON
showcase event
 

Pregnant Vogue
Williams displays her
growing baby bump in a
form-fitting black gown
as she supports
husband Spencer
Matthews and his
booze-free cocktail
range at the CFDA
Awards
 

Vanessa Hudgens
makes red carpet debut
with boyfriend Cole
Tucker at Tick, Tick...
BOOM! premiere in LA
 

Ryan Reynolds and
Will Ferrell pull the old
switcheroo on
unsuspecting Jimmy
Kimmel and Jimmy
Fallon
 

Australia's Got Talent
star Mitch Tambo
announces the birth of
his first child with wife
Lele and reveals the
newborn's unique name
 

Blake Lively painted
her $995 Manolo
Blahnik pumps with
NAIL POLISH to match
her ruby red outfit
'Worth it tho?'

Natalie Imbruglia
reveals Silverchair
frontman Daniel Johns
was 'the love of my life'
as she opens up about
the divorce for the first
time in a decade
 

Scott Disick, 38, shops
at Neiman Marcus with
his female assistant...
after being spotted with
Brooklyn Beckham's ex
Hana Cross, 23
 

Lorde, 25, is seen on
rare public outing with
her music executive
boyfriend Justin
Warren, 41, amid
engagement rumours
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Cara Delevingne dons
a daring look as she
goes SHIRTLESS under
blazer at CFDA Fashion
Awards in NYC
 

The Bachelorette sinks
to its lowest ratings yet
attracting just 249,000
viewers - as the season
struggles to attract a
loyal weekly audience
 

Tommy Dorfman
shows off her edgy
sense of style in a black
tartan dress and choker
at the CFDA Fashion
Awards in NYC
 

Hamish Blake and his
wife Zoe Foster Blake's
awkward interview as
they joke about being
rejected by Johnathan
Thurston and keep
interrupting each other
 

Christopher Walken
PAINTS OVER original
Banksy art while filming
in Bristol... but it's
claimed artist and show
bosses collaborated for
the scene 
 

Kate Walsh ditches
Hollywood glamour and
opts for a laid-back look
at the Dune premiere in
Perth - after relocating
to Western Australia
 

'I'm in my final weeks!
Pregnant Millie
Mackintosh documents
her growing bump in
sweet video as she
prepares to welcome
her second child
 

Katie Price FINALLY
arrives in Vegas to
marry Carl Woods after
being 'escorted off a
plane for refusing to
wear a mask'
 

Jennifer Hudson wows
in custom D&G gown on
CMA Awards red carpet
before stealing the
show with Aretha tribute
 

Lisa Wilkinson is
'always about the
money and victimhood'
and 'couldn't get out of
western Sydney fast
enough', a former
schoolmate claims 
 

Emily Ratajkowski
proudly puts ripped abs
on display in tiny crop
top sweater at CFDA
Fashion Awards in NYC
 

Ashley Roberts borrows
from the Eighties in an
oversized PVC blazer
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and kooky tee while
Amanda Holden is
straight out of the
Seventies in a camel-
hued look as they leave
work 
 

The Bachelorette twist
as fan favourite Konrad
is still in the running to
win Brooke Blurton's
heart despite THAT kiss
with Abbie Chatfield
 

Courteney Cox tends
to her tennis elbow with
vibrator gifted from
Gwyneth Paltrow's
Goop
 

MAFS' Bryce Ruthven
reveals he and fiancée
Melissa Rawson went
through 'MONTHS of
therapy' as they
'couldn't deal with the
online hate'
 

Big Ed is ENGAGED!
90 Day Fiancé star, 56,
proposes to girlfriend
Liz Woods, 29, ONE DAY
after getting back
together
'She's my forever' 

Twist in 'Moonman'
mystery as rumours
swirl Lawrence Mooney
was 'unhappy' Triple M
hired Mark Geyer to join
the breakfast team in
2022
 

Ciara looks utterly
stunning in sexy black
Tom Ford at the CFDA
Fashion Awards
 

Rebekah Vardy and
husband Jamie pose for
loved-up snap outside
cathedral as she reveals
they have chosen venue
where they will renew
their wedding vows 
 

Rebel Wilson, 41,
thrills fans as she
channels Baywatch and
shows off her 35kg
weight loss in a
plunging neon swimsuit
at the beach in Fiji
 

Fiancée of The
Wiggles star Lachy
Gillespie recalls being
unable to speak or play
with her son due to
suffering from
postpartum depression
 

Jackie O defends Lisa
Wilkinson over claims
she 'sold freebies from
her first job at markets
for profit' after Mark
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Latham's spray
against her in
parliament
 

Model Georgia Fowler
takes her two-month-old
daughter Dylan to her
first fashion event
Just like mummy! 

Victoria's Secret model
Kelly Gale flaunts her
endless pins in a
sparkly dress - after
filming her debut movie
in Puerto Rico
 

Bella Thorne puts on a
steamy display with
porn star Abella Danger
as they cuddle up in
lingerie in sexy snaps
from In You music
video 
 

Ryan Reynolds gives
Paul Rudd advice after
being crowned People's
Sexiest Man Alive... 11
years after his run with
the title
'Don't blow this'

Kyle Sandilands
mocks Jackie O's
'miserable life in her
Woollahra fortress' -
living off microwavable
meals since her divorce
from Lee
 

Olivia Attwood parties
all night long with her
footballer fiancé
Bradley Dack as they
head to a casino after
her boozy fashion brand
launch
 

Former Bachelorette
star Blake Colman
discovers a BAT curled
up in his bathtub
 

Fitness model Tammy
Hembrow dons a sheer
flesh-toned bodysuit
with revealing cut-outs
across her cleavage
 

Fears for ex-Kyle and
Jackie O Show
newsreader Geoff Field
as he abruptly 'takes a
break from social
media' and tells friends
'please don't ask why'
 

'I tell them: 'I strip so
you can eat!'' Ulrika
Jonsson, 54, will join
OnlyFans 'to p*ss off'
her kids... after
revealing safeguarding
officer called her over
boozy sleepover with
'strange men'
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Chezzi Denyer shares
sweet photos of her
youngest daughter
Sunday as she
celebrates her turning
nine months old
 

Kate Middleton shows
her sensitive side with a
hug for Holocaust
survivor she
photographed as they
reunite at Imperial War
Museum exhibition 
 

Home and Away's Sam
Frost reveals she
suffers from 'anxiety
triggered weight loss' in
candid post
 

Sea Patrol actor Ian
Stenlake pleads guilty
to drink driving after
crashing his Vespa
while carrying a bottle
of vodka then getting
into a fracas with police
 

MORE DON'T MISS
Bindi Irwin shares an

adorable picture of
daughter Grace Warrior,
seven months, eating
mango with her pet dog
Stella the pug
Best friends!

Jamie Dornan accepts
the Excellence in Acting
Award before his new
film Belfast screens at
the Denver Film Festival
 

Nick 'Honey Badger'
Cummins is left
horrified as he finds a
LEECH under his pants
sucking his blood
 

Married At First Sight
star Jessika Power
reveals her sister-in-law
was involved in a
serious car accident
 

Kanye West and Soulja
Boy end their feud after
Donda rapper
apologizes for cutting
his verse from his
album: 'Yo it's Ye. Love
you bro'
 

Pip Edwards
celebrates arriving in
LA with a hike through
Runyon Canyon after
jetting out of Sydney
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Selling Sunset:
Christine Quinn's real
estate reign threatened
by a new blonde
bombshell in dramatic
trailer for season four
FIRST LOOK 

The Block's eccentric
buyer Danny Wallis is
blasted by housing
experts for his 'silly'
bidding style - after
snapping up three
homes for $12.25million
 

Dorit Kemsley reveals
robbers were 'surprised'
to see her, threw her to
ground and threatened
to 'kill' her during
terrifying home invasion
 

Tom Burgess' fiancée
Tahlia Giumelli shares
details of her
'desperate' eating
disorder past and the
horrors of the modelling
industry
 

Today show reporter
Aislin Kriukelis and
husband James
welcome their third
child
It's a boy! 

Jennifer Aniston
flashes her bra while
posing with Friends co-
star Courteney Cox at
party for designer
Jennifer Meyer
 

Mitch Edwards reveals
his cheeky side as he
strips off and 'christens'
the pool of the $4million
home that helped him
and partner Mark McKie
win The Block
 

Downcast Drake jets
home on his private
plane after performing
at Travis Scott's
Astroworld... as he
faces lawsuits over
deadly concert
PICTURED 

Chris Hughes and
girlfriend Annabel
Dimmock gush that
their whirlwind romance
is 'for eternity' after
getting their FOURTH
matching tattoos
 

'Worth all the effort to
see your face': Danny
Cipriani's wife Victoria
treats him to surprise
34th birthday party and
flies in his father Jay
from Tobago
 

New Meghan Markle
court case bombshell
evidence: Duchess'
texts reveal she KNEW
handwritten letter to her
father Thomas could be
leaked
 

Home and Away star
Lynne McGranger
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publishes tell-all
memoir revealing she
would smoke marijuana
on SET
 

Nicole Kidman
reenacts famous grape
smashing scene from I
Love Lucy as she
embodies Lucille Ball in
new trailer for Amazon's
Being The Ricardos
 

Jennifer Lawrence
keeps a low profile as
she covers her
burgeoning baby bump
in a fleece jacket while
in New York City
 

Nicole Scherzinger
looks typically
glamorous in busty
gown as she pulls silly
faces with will.i.am in
'IG vs. Reality' snap
 

Daniel Johns and
Natalie Imbruglia reveal
the real reason why
they split - as they
discuss their doomed
marriage for the first
time in new podcast
 

Diane Keaton
confuses Deacon
Phillippe for a young
Leonardo DiCaprio in a
gushing post about
'male beauty'... but
Reese Witherspoon is
quick to correct her
 

Erika Jayne admits
'everything is turning in
a positive direction' as
she attempts to move
on from Tom Girardi
divorce and
embezzlement scandal
 

Katie Holmes looks
camera ready in green
cloak and over the knee
boots on the set of third
directorial project Rare
Objects 
 

Richard Branson, 71,
shows off gruesome
injuries from 'colossal
cycling crash' and
reveals his helmet
saved his life after his
brakes failed
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kesha
makes waves as she
flashes cleavage in low-
cut black bathing suit
during fun-filled beach
day in Hawaii 
 

The gift that keeps on
giving! Stan releases
festive trailer for
yuletide crowd-pleaser
Christmas on the Farm
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Henry Cavill weighs in
on James Bond, black
Superman, and The
Witcher season two... as
his girlfriend Natalie
Viscuso gushes he's
'the greatest man'
 

Better luck next year!
Chris Evans steps out
for coffee after being
overlooked for Sexiest
Man of the Year
 

Controversial blogger
Constance Hall hints at
SPLIT from husband
Denim Cooke in cryptic
Instagram post about
relationships and
'forgiveness'
 

Imogen Anthony
leaves little to the
imagination as she
poses topless - after the
Big Brother VIP star
revealed her battle with
body dysmorphia
 

Emily Ratajkowski
insists she doesn't want
to 'cancel' Robin Thicke
- after accusing the
singer of sexual assault
in new book 
 

Downton Abbey 2
FIRST LOOK: Teaser
transports fans back to
1920s and favourites
Lady Mary Crawley and
Tom Branson make an
appearance
 

Kate Moss has boxes
marked 'clothes' and
'dreamcatcher' removed
from north London
home as possessions
are loaded into removal
van for second day
 

Billy Crystal, 73,
announces he will star
in a Broadway
adaptation of his 1992
film Mr Saturday Night
about the downward
spiral of a comedian
 

Alicia Keys reflects on
her growth and
confidence in stunning
cover story: 'I'm the
best I've ever been'
 

Billie Eilish dances
seductively and shows
some skin in dreamy
new ad for her
eponymous perfume...
as fragrance is officially
released 
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Salma Hayek looks
effortlessly elegant in
chic black trouser suit
and heels as she leaves
London hotel 
 

'Goodnight my boy':
Rebekah Vardy shares
her heartbreak as she
reveals her beloved pet
dog and Gogglebox co-
star Boris has died
 

Adele sits with Oprah
for Meghan and Harry
style chat, teases foul-
mouthed show and
sings to the stars in
teaser for special
FIRST TRAILER

Erika Jayne models
$340 Reebok x Victoria
Beckham sweat suit and
$5K Chanel purse as
she tries to look casual
while running errands
 

Inside The Block
couple Tanya and Vito
Guccione's REAL home:
Rainbow furniture, giant
artworks and the same
kitchen benchtop they
used on the show
 

EXCLUSIVE  Triple M
breakfast host
'Moonman' goes
MISSING after falling
out with co-host Jess
Eva - and he could lose
his $2MILLION contract
 

EXCLUSIVE  Model
sisters Madeline and
Simone Holtznagel
enjoy some wine with
influencer friend Indi
Thew on Justin
Hemmes' balcony
 

Married At First Sight's
Jessika Power dons a
pair of $2,570 Louis
Vuitton boots as she
arrives at a Manchester
train station
 

That was close!
Imogen Anthony almost
suffers a major
wardrobe malfunction
on Big Brother VIP

Brooke Shields,
56, stuns in new
skincare campaign... as
the youthful looking
actress announces the
partnership on
Instagram
 

Jennifer Garner dons
monogrammed sweater
with son Samuel in LA...
after praising Ariana
Grande for wearing 13
Going on 30 dress
 

Ariel Winter cuddles up
to boyfriend of one year
Luke Benward at King
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Richard screening...
after calling him
'incredible'
 

Sylvester Stallone, 75,
says he nearly DIED
during the making of
Rocky IV and had nuns
'praying' for him
after Dolph Lundgren
punched his heart
 

Robert Irwin reveals
his seven-month-old
niece Grace Warrior is
already 'wrangling
snakes' at Australia Zoo
 

Travis Scott faces
more backlash as online
petition calling for him
to be dropped from
Coachella gets 25,000
signatures... days after
he is replaced by Post
Malone for another
event
 

Naked Elizabeth
Hurley, 56, just about
protects her modesty as
she is caught in the
shower in trailer for
star-studded Netflix
Christmas film 
 

Tammy Hembrow's
BFF reveals she likes to
'bite' people when she's
drunk - and that's just
the tip of the iceberg
Tammy Hembrow is not
afraid to get candid with
her fans on social media.

Big Brother VIP star
Thomas Markle Jr
breaks down in tears as
he receives a video
message from his father
 

Travis Scott and Drake
could pay 'billions' in
damages as 68 victims
join lawsuit suing the
rappers after deadly
crush at Astroworld
concert
 

Love Island Australia's
Jess Velkovski suffers
an embarrassing nip
slip - and it leaves her
boyfriend Aaron Waters
'disgusted'
 

'They're madly in love
and want to make things
official': Katie Price jets
to Las Vegas with fiancé
Carl Woods 'to tie the
knot'... as she awaits
sentencing for horror
drink-drive crash
 

EXCLUSIVE  Sport
glamour couple Sam
Kerr and Kristie Mewis
are set to face off for the
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first time since their on-
field embrace at the
Olympics
Lovers... and rivals!

Fans mock Karl
Stefanovic's awkward
pose in a sponsored
post for Nespresso - as
he and wife Jasmine
officially become
Instagram influencers
 

Abbie Chatfield shares
a steamy kiss with
Bachelorette favourite
Konrad Bien-Stephens
in Byron - while he's
still tipped to win
Brooke Blurton's heart
 

Hailee Steinfeld
flashes her toned abs in
a grey crop top and
maxi skirt while
wrapping up with a
mottled trench as she
arrives at London hotel
 

Larsa Pippen flaunts
her pert posterior in
sheer black bodysuit as
she joins an edgy
Winnie Harlow at French
Montana's birthday
bash in LA
 

Sons of Anarchy star
Charlie Hunnam is
pictured filming his new
series Shantaram for
the first time in
Melbourne - as he
sports a dingo mask
 

Environmentally
conscious Lila Moss,
19, passes her driving
test and swaps her
famous mum Kate's
classic MINI Cooper for
a $50k MINI Electric
 

Demi Rose shows off
her bottom while
seductively sipping a
beer before flaunting
her eye-popping
cleavage in a bustier
mini dress  
 

'When I can't sing
anymore darling, then I
will die. I will drop
dead': Queen legend's
heart-wrenching final
words revealed in new
BBC documentary
Freddie Mercury: The
Final Act
 

Meet the Real
Housewives of Dubai!
Femail reveals the VERY
glamorous women
tipped to be in the cast -
from a former Miss
Jamaica to a 'real estate
powerhouse'
 

'So random': Paris
Hilton appears on The
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Voice to promote her
new TV show and
reveals the 'stress' of
planning her wedding to
fiancé Carter Reum
 

Steve Coogan puts on
animated display as he
acts out a suited Jimmy
Savile embracing fellow
pedophile Mayor of
Scarborough Peter
Jaconelli on-set of The
Reckoning 
 

Love Island Australia's
Jess Velkovski and
Aaron Waters reveal
intimate details about
their romantic night in
The Hideaway
 

Sharon Stone, 63,
showcases her ageless
beauty in a fun leopard
print suit as she attends
King Richard screening
in LA
 

Emily Ratajkowski
turns heads in a
patterned co-ord as she
heaps praise on
'attractive,  charming,
awesome and
vulnerable' Pete
Davison following Kim
Kardashian dating
rumours
 

Rita Ora channels
autumn chic in maroon
corduroy trousers and a
brown tweed blazer as
she heads out after
wrapping The Masked
Singer UK
 

What a cheeky devil!
Steve Irwin's 'hot niece'
Rebecca Lobie flaunts
her perky derrière in
raunchy poolside photo
 

Chrissy Teigen looks
stunning in white
strapless gown as she
poses for cute snaps
with 3-year-old son
Miles: 'Me and my dude'
 

P.E Nation designer
Pip Edwards jets off to
Los Angeles after
rekindling romance with
Michael Clarke
 

Duchess of Cornwall
looks elegant in blue as
she joins children and
care home residents for
a 'Poetry Together'
recital tea party at the
Royal Geographical
Society in London
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John Cleese
'blacklists' HIMSELF
from Cambridge Union
talk because of 'woke
rules' after students
made 'Stalinist' list of
banned speakers amid
row over art historian's
Hitler impression
 

Today's headlines Most Read

SAS: Who Dares Wins star Danny Cross, 43,
who heard his wife stabbed to death over the
phone finds happiness again after marrying
mental health worker who 'helped him rebuild
his life' and welcoming a baby girl 
Ad Feature A Little means a lot: The personalised
jewellery brand beloved by celebs that your friends
and family will LOVE
The Queen WILL attend the annual
Remembrance Day Service at the Cenotaph on
Sunday - after Prince Charles told well-wishers
she is 'all right' 
Extraordinary Extensions viewers are left in shock
after couple reveal they're planning to splash
£1,000 on a CAT FLAP for their 'passive' house
which uses cutting-edge innovations to achieve
ultra-low energy use
DIY SOS: The Big Build returns to transform
scrubland into a sprawling camp site complete
with adventure playground, timber-clad kitchen
and cycle track for underprivileged children in
Hull 
Woman's boss tells her to stop microwaving beans
and eggs for her office breakfast because it's
outside official break time - but others question if
the real issue is her 'smelly' hot meal 
'I kind of see it as a red flag!' Woman reveals
her date swore about her behind her back - but
accidentally sent HER the lewd text while she
was parking her car
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